20. The Texas State chapter of the HALL OF FAME received the $15,000 scholarship.

21. The first FULL-TIME MBA COHORT completed the programs and 15 students graduated in spring 2017. Twelve Cohort students completed a study abroad trip to LIMA, PERU and an international field project for SAFETY VISION. Five teams evaluated the Mobile Video Landscape market and dominant suppliers for each of Safety Vision’s five market verticals within the Peruvian Market and presented their findings to Texas State alumnus and Safety Vision’s President and CEO, MR. WAYNE NOEL.

22. In summer 2017, DR. TODD JEWELL, Professor and Chair of the Department of Finance and Economics, was a Scholar in Residence at the University of Castile-La Mancha in Ciudad Real, Spain. Jewell also presented the keynote address, “The Economics of Major League Soccer,” at the Spanish Sports Economics Conference.

23. Students in the Texas State chapter of the MBA student COHORT participated in the events with an average of 100 students and four to ten firms attending each showcase. The team comprised of NIKITA DEMIDOV, JOSEPH FISCHER and TAYLOR WALKER were selected to present their business model to a panel of judges at the Unilever headquarters in January 2017. Net Impact placed first in the popular vote and second overall. The team’s award-winning video was featured at the United Nations 70th anniversary meeting on the Global Compact in July 2017. DR. JANET HALE, Senior Lecturer of Business Law, is the faculty advisor.

24. In summer 2017, DR. JOEY ROCHAT and KYLE MANUEL placed third in the TEXAS INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO SYMPOSIUM (TIPS). The team made an oral presentation to a panel of industry experts on the management of the Student Managed Investment Fund. DR. KEN MOON and ROY TOLEA, Associate Professor and Senior Lecturer of Finance, respectively, coached the team.

25. McCoy College study abroad offered three programs in summer 2017. DRS. JACK MOGAB, Professor of Economics, and JANET PAYNE, Associate Professor, of Finance, accompanied 20 undergraduate students enrolled in finance and economics courses to PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC, DRS. DAVID CAMERON, Lecturer of Management and VIVEK SHAH, Professor of Quantitative Methods, and MR. WAYNE NOEL, Senior Lecturer of Marketing, accompanied 55 undergraduate students enrolled in computer information systems, management and marketing courses to BARCELONA, SPAIN. DRS. ALEXIS STOKES, Associate Professor of Business Law and ROB KONOPASKE, Associate Professor of Management, accompanied 33 graduate students to Santiago, Chile and Lima, Peru.
1. We continue to support the mission of AACSB International to advance Collegiate Schools of Business to foster engagement, accelerate innovation, and amplify impact in business education. After a review team visit in fall 2016, our accreditation was extended making us an AACSB accredited school and 180 accounting programs worldwide to hold AACSB accreditation.

2. The Texas State American Marketing Association (AMA) chapter of CARTEL KALMACH, NATHAN YOTTS, MATTHEW MAZU and SHELLIE FOWLER was awarded first place in the 2017 AMA Collegiate Case Competition at the International AMA Collegiate Conference. This is the eleventh year that the chapter has advanced to the final round. DR. GAIL ZANK, Professor of Marketing, is the faculty advisor for the case competition chapter.

3. The Texas State chapter of BETA GAMMA SIGMA (BGS), the honor society for AACSB accredited schools of business, inducted 189 students in two ceremonies in 2016-2017. MR. BRIAN WONG, CPA, Southwest Tex & Financial Planning, Ltd., Hong Kong Dr. C. W. CHAN, Assistant Professor at Texas State; MR. MATT EDGAR, Principal, Sawtooth Capital Management, Inc., MR. JODDIE S. EDWARDS, Controller, Businek, L.L.C.; and DR. DEBBIE THORNE, Associate Provost at Texas State, were recognized as chapter honorary members. Only 24 recipients have been underrepresented. Only 24 recipients have been underrepresented.
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6. The Hispanic Business Student Association (HBSA) was awarded "Professional Organization of the Year" and "The NET IMPACT Student Chapter was awarded "Registered Student Organization of the Year" and "Program of the Year" at the 2017 Texas State Boko Awards ceremony.
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